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BADARI STUDIO

Tra n s i t i o n w i t h S t y l e

Badari Studio took the best of different periods
and styles from all over the World to create its first
collection, which we are proud to present this Spring
2017.
Our design can be considered a timeless classic,
adapted for the needs of the modern sophisticate
living and includes a vast catalogue of objects.
Produced with the highest standards: obtained through
the old traditional handcraft manufacturing over the
centuries.
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The result of a great research of style and beauty,
delivered to the creation of the new lifestyle brand.
The Italian Company Badari Lighting fuses its four
generation experience of craftsmanship with the
taste, elegance and vision of the well known New
Yorker designer Warren Knight bringing to life a
new concept brand: Badari Studio
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Each item was carefully designed and realized with
the most amazing technologies using the very top
quality materials. Everything is the result of a long
research.
Mr Warren Knight with his team constantly develop
new concepts, always with the same criteria:
Badari Studio is a mix of contemporary designs which
all have its own place in history. We do respect the
Styles. Olivier de Molina, one of our top Team has
decades of experience on different Luxury fields
which complement the New York designer’s quest of
elegance and beauty. Our design can be considered a
timeless classic, adapted for the needs of the modern
sophisticate living and includes a vast catalogue of
objects, furnishings, lighting and art work. Produced
with the highest standards: obtained through the
old traditional handcraft manufacturing over the
centuries.

LIGHTING
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Badari Studio’s Lighting Collection represents a step
in the Future from the Badari Classic Collection. This
was achieved by keeping the famous Badari quality
and mixing it with different looks and materials. We
re-visited designs from all periods and styles and gave
them a fresh look thanks to different materials and
finishes.
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CHANDELIERS
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TWIGGY CHANDELIER
Twiggy, is a tutti-frutti chandelier in brushed
brass and we hung it with various coloured
jade stones to complete the 60’s look.
Item Code: BS-TG-CH-BB-E14
Sizes: 100 cm Dia x 117 cm High

ROSE CHANDELIER
Rose Chandelier, has solid brass structure with six
arms. From each arm hangs a hexagonal brushed
brass with one central light.
Item Code: BS-RS-CH-BB-E14
Sizes: 70 cm Dia x 106 cm High
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JOAN SPIDER CHANDELIER
Like a hat from Dior this chandelier Joan, gets its shape from 48
arms in antique brass finish and fits 25-E14 lights.
Item Code: BS-JO-CH-AI-E14
Sizes: 193 cm Dia x 223 cm High

LUCA CHANDELIER
Empire inspired chandelier Luca, the six-armed central ring
finished in antique brass and bronze is circling a blackened globe
and hangs on decorative chains from a central rosette.
Item Code: BS-LC-CJ-AI-E14
Sizes: 57 cm Dia x 94 cm High

JOHN CHANDELIER
We have taken a simple wheel barn light and jazzed it
up. John is made of solid brass, has fourteen adjustable
lights with brushed bronze and brass finish.
Item Code: BS-JH-CH-BRB-E14
Sizes: 140 cm Dia x 98 cm High

ARBUS CHANDELIER
Arbus, the majesty of Art Deco, this ten arm chandelier
in polished silver finish, brings luxury to any interior.
Item Code: BS-AR-CH-SB-E14
Sizes: 90 cm Dia x 50 cm High

NICK CHANDELIER
This is a spin on the sphere chandelier series,Nick. This particular one
is in antique brass finish and eight faux-candles lights and an Amhetyst
Pendant .
Item Code: BS-NK-PN-AM-E14
Sizes: 77 cm Dia x 97 cm High

AGORA CHANDELIER
This chandelier Agora, is like an open sphere. All the surfaces
covered in antique mirror. The central structure is a ring of 22
lights is finished in polished nickel.
Item Code: BS-AG-CH-PN-E14
Sizes: 102 cm Dia x 122 cm High

SHELDON CHANDELIER
Another open sphere chandelier Sheldon, but this time we
covered the two circles in white limestone to give it a unique
rustique but elegant look.
Item Code: BS-SH-PN-AI-E14
Sizes: 55 cm Dia x 55 cm High
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DORA LANTERN
Lantern ceiling light Dora, we finished this timeless classic in
brushed brass and it comes with a four faux candle lights and four
large curved glass panels.
Item Code: BS-DR-LN-BB-E14
Sizes: 44 cm Dia x 89 cm High

BAPTIST LANTERN
Antique brass finished lantern Baptist, classic more rustic
looking with four faux candle.
Item Code: BS-BT-LN-AI-E14
Sizes: 40 cm Wide x 40 cm Deep x 63 cm High
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SIMON CHANDELIER
Louis XV with a twist. For this baroque inspired chandelier
Simon, we kept the shape but hung the antique finished
gilt-bronze structure with black lava stone instead of
crystals for a dramatic effect.
Item Code: BS-SM-CH-BB-E14
Sizes: 80 cm Dia x 115 cm High

ZOILA CHANDELIER
Was insired by the ball rooms of the belle epoque. It
has a brushed gold finished structure and we hung it
with strings of agate.
Item Code: BS-ZL-CH-BB-E14
Sizes: 46 cm Dia x 90 cm High

SOPHIE LANTERN
Hexagonal lantern ceiling light Sophie, polished nickel
finish gives this classic a contemporary look.
Item Code: BS-SP-LN-PN-E14
Sizes: 52 cm Dia x 124 cm High

JEAN FRENCH LANTERN
Polished nickel Louis XVI ceiling lantern, Jean. Four rectangular
glass sheets shade the four armed, four faux candle lights.
Item Code: BS-JN-LN-PN-E14
Sizes: 41 cm Wide x 41 cm Deep x 95 cm High

SCONCES
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GEEVES SCONCE
Two-armed solid brass with silver finish wall sconce
Geeves, has a square back clear mirror plate each light with
faux candle and pleated silk shade.
Item Code: BS-GV-SC-SF-E14-SK
Sizes: 58 cm Wide x 31 cm Deep x 45 cm High

HECTOR SCONCE
Simple yet elegant U shaped brass body wall applique Hector,
with rectangular linen shade.
Item Code: BS-HC-SC-BB-LN
Sizes: 36 cm Wide x 20 cm Deep x 44 cm High

CERBERUS 1 SCONCE
Cerberus 1, three-armed wall applique in solid brass with antique
finish, three standard lights and pleated shades. It comes in three
variations.
Item Code: BS-CB-SC-AI-SK
Sizes: 56 cm Wide x 28 cm Deep x 36 cm High

BOB WALL-SCONCE
Wall-sconce Bob, square wall-platform with one movable arm in
cast iron and gold leaf finish and silk shade.
Item Code: BS-BOB-SC-GF-SK
Sizes: 33 cm Wide x 20 cm Deep x 54 cm Extension

ROSE SCONCE
Like a quartz waterfall hanging from the wall, our wall sconce
Rose. Three different rings of hanging rose quartz beads with
antique gold finished brass structure and a single light.
Item Code: BS-RS-SC-GA-E14
Sizes: 26 cm Wide x 37 cm Deep x 63 cm High

NORTON APPLIQUE
Applique Norton, raising from a white marble wall plate is a
three chain elements with antique brass finish raising into the
light with a linen shade.
Item Code: BS-NR-SC-AI-LN
Sizes: 22 cm Wide x 15 cm Deep x 47 cm High

NELSON SCONCE
Wall sconce Nelson, the solid brass and antique mirror gives
this light a nautical feel. One armed with faux candle and
cream silk shade.
Item Code: BS-NE-SC-AM-E14
Sizes: 50 cm Wide x 25 cm Deep x 25 cm High

POP APPLIQUE
Pop our 70’s style wall sconce in polished brass body with top
and bottom acrylic plate illuminated by CON LED lights.
Item Code: BS-POP-SC-AR-LED
Sizes: 31 cm Wide x 14 cm Deep x 79 cm High
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TABLE LAMPS

GRAY TABLE LAMP
Table lamp Gray, is a playful variation of our model
Manhattan. Grey stone base with different hight
candelabra in antique finished brass and white
enameled faux candles with linen shade.
Item Code: BS-GY-TL-GS-LN
Sizes: 43 cm Dia x 98 cm High

ATHENA TABLE LAMP
Athena is a tall table lamp with an amphora like
body carved out fine alabaster with a brass base
and a recangular linen shade.
Item Code: BS-AH-TL-AB-LN
Sizes: 48 cm Wide x 36 cm Deep x 90 cm High
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DAN TABLE LAMP
Standing tall is our table lamp Dan. The simple
central brass rode is ascending from a square
white marble base with brass detailing and
crowned by a square linen shade.
Item Code: BS-DAN-TL-WM-LN
Sizes: 26 cm Wide x 26 cm Deep x 97 cm High

HEXO TABLE LAMP
Tabel lamp Hexo, a slender hexagonal
column standing on a tripod with Linen
Shade to complete the timeless look.
Item Code: BS-HX-TL-BB-LN
Sizes: 30 cm Dia x 105 cm High

HADRIAN TABLE LAMP
Our Hadrian lamp base is made of rock crystal and
brushed brass, stands proud and tall like the columns
of Forum Romano. We matched it with a white linen
shade to give it that contemporary chic look.
Item Code: BS-HD-TL-RC-LN
Sizes: 48 cm Dia x 90 cm High
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OSAKA TABLE LAMP
Our Osaka table lamp was insipred by the
simplicty of japanese lantern designs. The
blackend iron structure stands on a black marble
square base. Within the cage like lantern sits a
linen shade giving that zen atmosphere.
Item Code: BS-OS-TL-AI-LN
Sizes: 30 cm Dia x 95 cm High

REMI DESK LAMP
Desk top lamp Remi, inspired by the Arts and
Crafts movement. Made in bronze and brass
with a single arm light with linen shade.
Item Code: BS-RM-DL-BRB-LN
Sizes: 30 cm Wide x 20 cm Deep x 50 cm High

SAIGON TABLE LAMP
The harmonious design of Table Lamp Saigon, is
achieved by the rectangular white glass body, the
classic four legged brass base and the rectangular
white linen shade and a white glass finale.
Item Code: BS-SG-BG-WG-LN
Sizes: 41 cm Wide x 24 cm Deep x 88 cm High

STEFAN TABLE LAMP
Industrial design look of this table lamp Stefan,
comes to life thanks to the combination of the
various materials. A white alabaster disk holds
the brushed brass spider like structure in which
sits a linen shade.
Item Code: BS-ST-TL-GA-LN
Sizes: 54 cm Dia x 70 cm High

GASTON TABLE LAMP
Classic table lamp Gaston, slim brass
structure with tiltable black bronze
shade, one light and dimmer switch.
Item Code: BS-GS-TL-GA-BRB
Sizes: 22 cm Dia x 75 cm High

TWIN TABLE LAMP
Table lamp Twin, a rectangular piece of rock crystal lying on a white marble base topped
with two brass lights and one linen shade.
Item Code: BS-TW-DL-WM-LN
Sizes: 60 cm Wide x 25 cm Deep x 32 cm High
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NINA TABLE LAMP
Acrylic and polished silver cylinder
base table lamp Nina, grey paper shade
and silver ball finial.
Item Code: BS-NN-TL-PS-LN
Sizes: 36 cm Dia x 67 cm High

BARNEY TABLE LAMP
Table lamp Barney, roughly cut grey granit base with
steel accents and linen shade.
Item Code: BS-BN-TL-GS-LN
Sizes: 34 cm Dia x 50 cm High

DAISY TABLE LAMP
White marble cylinder with brass accents table
lamp Daisy, with linen shade. Standard light.
Item Code: BS-DS-TL-WM-LN
Sizes: 26 cm Dia x 58 cm High

CLARK TABLE LAMP
Elegant grey stone base with antique
finished detail table lamp and linen shade,
Clark, is the hight of sophistication
Item Code: BS-CK-TL-AI-LN
Sizes: 28 cm Dia x 73 cm High

HECTOR TABLE LAMP
Simple yet elegant H shaped brass body table lamp Hector,
with rectangular linen shade.
Item Code: BS-HC-TL-BB-LN
Sizes: 43 cm Wide x 25 cm Deep x 66 cm High

RICCO TABLE LAMP
The beauty of nature. Table lamp Ricco, a rectangular piece
of pure rock crystal with brass accents and linen shade. One
standard light.
Item Code: BS-RCC-TL-RC-LN
Sizes: 30 cm Wide x 30 cm Deep x 65 cm High

DORIAN TABLE LAMP
Neo-classical greek white marble column table lamp
Dorian, on square marble base with white linen shade.
Item Code: BS-DO-TL-WM-LN
Sizes: 33 cm Dia x 75 cm High

GARBO TABLE LAMP
The harmony of colours makes this table light Garbo, suitable
for any refind décor. The alabaster pilaster with bronze base and
accents is well matched with a silk shade.
Item Code: BS-GB-TL-BRB-SK
Sizes: 38 cm Dia x 79 cm High
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FU TABLE LAMP
Cast iron and gold-leaf pagoda table
lamp, Fu, with white linen shade, is an
artistic addition to any class of décor.
Item Code: BS-FU-TL-GF-LN
Sizes: 41 cm Dia x 74 cm High

GU TABLE LAMP
Another chinese inspired table lamp, Gu. On top
of the acyrlic base stands a Gu-shaped vase in
ivory coloured ceramic with a white paper shade.
Item Code: BS-GU-TL-IC-PS
Sizes: 45 cm Dia x 85 cm High

MANHATTAN TABLE LAMP
Is based on e mid-century design. Standing on
a small white marbled base the brushed brass
structure holds white enameled faux candles.
Item Code: BS-MN-GA-2W40-LN
Sizes: 31 cm Dia x 85 cm High

CARLO TABLE LAMP
Carlo, is an adjustable table lamp with classic
white marble pedestal and adjustable brass
fine centre brass column with tall linen shade.
Item Code: BS-CR-TL-WM-LN
Sizes: 18 cm Dia x 60-80 cm High Adjustable

JOSEPH TABLE LAMP
Tall table lamp Joseph, is made out of black iron,
with brass details. Its design was inspried by the
beautiful gardens of Italy.
Item Code: BS-JS-AG-GA-1W40-LN
Sizes: 35 cm Wide x 35 cm Deep x 103 cm High

NEWTON DESK LAMP
Desk top lamp Newton, looks like straight out of
a mechanics workshop, dark bronze finish with
white linen shade.
Item Code: BS-NW-DL-BRB-LN
Sizes: 16,5 cm Wide x 12 cm Deep x 36 cm High

FLOOR LAMPS
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GASTON FLOOR LAMP
Classic floor lamp Gaston, slim brass
structure with tiltable black bronze
shade, one light and dimmer switch.
Item Code: BS-GS-FL-GA-BRB
Sizes: 22 cm Dia x 130 cm High

HUBERT FLOOR LAMP
Floor lamp Hubert, the grey stone base holds the
two armed u-shaped brass structure.
Item Code: BS-HB-FL-GS-LN
Sizes: 53 cm Dia x 170 cm High

MAX FLOOR LAMP
Multi-functional floor lamp Max. The grey
stone base cylinder holds the brass round
table and light.
Item Code: BS-MX-FL-GS-LED
Sizes: 50 cm Dia x 160 cm High

OCTAVIAN FLOOR LAMP
White marble plinth and vase builds the
body of this floor lamp. Connected by
brass accents and crowned by a circular
linen shade.
Item Code: BS-OC-FL-WM-LN
Sizes: 55 cm Dia x 180 cm High

FURNITURE
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Our Furniture collection was born to
complement our lighting collection and add
that special touch to your interior. Practical
accent furnishings in luxurious marbles
and other rich materials make the core of
this first collection, inspired by timeless
ArtDeco and other period pieces.
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MIRRORS
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LOUIS MIRROR
An array of carved sunrays finished in antique
white and gold leaf for the frame to this clear
glass mirror. Baroque inspiration yet very
contemporary, equaly suitable for classic and
modern living.
Item Code: BS-LS-MR-AW-CL
Sizes: 114 cm Wide x 5 cm Deep x 173 cm High

DENNY MIRROR
Large Chinoiserie Mirror Denny, frame carved to
simulate bamboo and finished in gold leaf, on top
with two inset handpainted chinoiserie scenes in
the style of the old lacquer panels paired with a
clear large mirror. Ideal to give your interior that
subtle oriental touch.
Item Code: BS-DN-MR-GF-HP-CL
Sizes: 112 cm Wide x 5 cm Deep x 214 cm High

LORENZO FEATHER MIRROR
Hall mirror Lorenzo, is our take on florentine Renaissance.
Carved in our antique grey finished wood with massive
arcanthus leave like feathers, we paired it with a clear mirror.
This impressive piece gives your interior that Medici Palazzo
look you loved so much during your visit of the Tuscan hills.
Item Code: BS-LZ-MR-AG-CG
Sizes: 160 cm Wide x 8 cm Deep x 229 cm High
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FEDERICO MIRROR
Under the Tuscan Sun, Federico shines bright with its
carved sunrays, finished in gold leaf circling around a
small round clear central mirror. A timeless classic.
Item Code: BS-FC-MR-GF-CL
Sizes: 155 cm Dia x 5 cm Deep

MARCO MIRROR
Inspired by the amazing glass artisans in Venice
this large oval mirror Marco, is a contemporary
tribute to them. Two applique ovales in silver
and gold leaf backed mirror form the framework
for this unique piece.
Item Code: BS-MC-MR-BB-AGL
Sizes: 155 cm Wide x 4 cm Deep x 201 High

Other kinds
of sprays
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Atem ne nime cus re venima qui abo. Harum in ped
moluptas perisciis deliquiatis estis quatqui rescienis
maximusamus cora volore, omnimagnam, que
necessit officipsa cum.

SEATINGS

FRED ARMCHAIR
This New York Art Deco insipred armchair Fred would
feel at home on any Astaire/Rogers movie set. The
curvy wood frame in our grey antique finish is well
matched with a matching velvet in moireé look.
Item Code: BS-FD-AC-AG-VT
Sizes: 65 cm Wide x 75 cm Deep x 75 cm High

WINSTON BARREL LIBRARY CHAIR
Barrel Library chair Winston, got a modern twist with our
leopard spotted velvet. Wooden frame in our antique grey
finish with brass, nails, cuffs and casters.
Item Code: BS-WT-AC-AG-VT
Sizes: 71 cm Wide x 71 cm Deep x 80 cm High
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Ovideliquis audaepudam eum volende volent,
volupta quam suntio officiamus dolorrunt et es
untus vendese veni ut vendipsum adit labore core
omni am, et repudae quiassit aborerio ipsum quias
solecul latempore re ratia consequam.

DIEGO OTTOMAN
Diego, inspired from the cast-iron sculputres by
Giacometti we created this ottoman. Cast-iron
and gold leaf finished X legs are toped by grey
sheerling fur to finish off this luxurious look.
Item Code: BS-DG-BN-GF-SL
Sizes: 74 cm Wide x 50 cm Deep x 56 cm High

FRED SETTEE
This New York Art Deco insipred settee Fred would feel at home on any Astaire/
Rogers movie set. The curvy wood frame in our grey antique finish is well matched
with a matching velvet in moireé look and two brocade accent pillows.
Item Code: BS-FD-SE-AG-VT
Sizes: 155 cm Wide x 75 cm Deep x 75 cm High

C H E STS
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MARTIN CHEST
This stunning chest, Martin, has been handpainted with
chinese and japanese motives. Based on the Louis XV
commodes in Vernis Martin, made famous by Madame
de Pompadour. This chest comes with two drawers sans
travers, has a red inset marble top and is finished off with
gilt-bronze hardware. To make it even more luxurious we
lined the drawers in lushes velvet.
Item Code: BS-MT-CH-BC-RM
Sizes: 147 cm Wide x 61 cm Deep x 91 cm High

HARRY CHEST
This carved and handpainted chest Harry, is our interpretation of
an antique Georgian late 18th century piece we saw in London.
The carved and painted body has been inset with a red marble top
and has three small top and two larg bottom drawers, all lined in
our trademark velvet lining.
Item Code: BS-HY-CH-BC-RM
Sizes: 133 cm Wide x 47 cm Deep x 85 cm High
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PHILIPPE CHEST
The here presented chest Philippe, has its origines in the
French Regence period (1700-1730). Its straight lines
and black lacquerd body comes alive thanks to the carfully
selected gilt-bronze trimmings and hardware. We offer it
with four drawers which are fully lined in velvet.
Item Code: BS-PP-CH-BQ-GL
Sizes: 135 cm Wide x 56 cm Deep x 102 cm High

WILLIAM CHEST
The beautiful, rich two-toned Walnut finished body of
the English Baroque chest William comes with three
drawers,fully lined in velvet and has been handpainted
with rich chinoiserie motives, to finish off the look we
have paired it with exquisite gilt bronze hardware.
Item Code: BS-WL-BRC-RM
Sizes: 122 cm Wide x 54 cm Deep x 84 cm High

ANTOINE CHEST
Another take of the LouisXV style Vernis Martin
commode. Antoine comes in red lacquer with
handpainted in gilt chinoiserie designes, two
sans travers drawers, beautifully lined in velvet,
crowned with a brown marble top and gilt-bronze
hardware.
Item Code: BS-AT-RDC-BRM
Sizes: 130cm Wide x 51cm Deep x 87cm High

Other kinds
of sprays
Atem ne nime cus re venima qui abo. Harum in ped
moluptas perisciis deliquiatis estis quatqui rescienis
maximusamus cora volore, omnimagnam, que
necessit officipsa cum.

DARCY COFFEE TABLE
Coffee Table Darcy, with its Lyon’s paw feet, green onyx top and shelf
and the main body with a brushed brass finish, it feels at home in a more
tradtional classic as well as a contemporary enviornment.
Item Code: BS-DC-CT-BB-GO
Sizes: 90 cm Wide x 50 cm Deep x 50 cm High

TABLES
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Ovideliquis audaepudam eum volende volent,
volupta quam suntio officiamus dolorrunt et es
untus vendese veni ut vendipsum adit labore core
omni am, et repudae quiassit aborerio ipsum quias
solecul latempore re ratia consequam.

DARCY SIDE TABLE
This Side Table Darcy, is our re-interpretation of
an English Regency Sideboard. With its Lyon’s paw
feet, green onyx top and shelf and the main body
with a brushed brass finish, it feels at home in a
more tradtional classic as well as a contemporary
enviornment.
Item Code: BS-DC-ST-BB-GO
Sizes: 45 cm Wide x 45 cm Deep x 60 cm High

DARCY CONSOLE TABLE
Console Table Darcy, is a re-interpretation of an English Regency
Sideboard. Lyon’s paw feet, green onyx top and shelf and the main
body with a brushed brass finish, makes it warmer traditional classic
enviornment.
Item Code: BS-DC-CS-BB-GO
Sizes: 110 cm Wide x 35 cm Deep x 85 cm High

GEORGE COCKTAIL TABLE
The clean lines and material of this coffee table George, make
this a timeless design. We offer it with glass top, acrylic legs with
polished silver finish.
Item Code: BS-GR-CT-NG-CL
Sizes: 102 cm Wide x 65 cm Deep x 50 cm High

PEONY COFFEE TABLE
The Coffee Table Peony, was inspired by an ArtDeco
model Paris and could grace any classic or contemporary
interior with its playful white and grey marble top, its clear
acrylic legs and its brushed brass finished details.
Item Code: BS-PY-CT-BB-WM
Sizes: 107 cm Dia x 56 cm High
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PEONY SIDE TABLE
The here presented Side Table Peony, was inspired by
an ArtDeco model we found in Paris and could grace
any classic or contemporary interior with its playful
white and grey marble top, its clear acrylic legs and its
brushed brass finished details.
Item Code: BS-PY-ST-BB-WM
Sizes: 59 cm Dia x 66 cm High

GEORGE ACCENT TABLE
This is a timeless design due to the clean lines and
material with polished brass finish as an accent table.
The George collection is available in either silver or
polished brass finish.
Item Code: BS-GR-AT-BR-CL
Sizes: 40 cm Dia x 51 cm High

GEORGE CONSOLE TABLE
This console has clean lines and together with the material
it makes it a timeless design. The glass top and polished silver
confirms it.
Item Code: BS-GR-CS-NG-CL
Sizes: 112 cm Wide x 41 cm Deep x 81 cm High

PEONY CONSOLE TABLE
The Peony Series comes in three sizes :also the here presented
Console Table Peony, was inspired by an ArtDeco model we
found in Paris. It has playful white and grey marble top, its clear
acrylic legs and its brushed brass finished details.
Item Code: BS-PY-CS-BB-WM
Sizes: 130 cm Wide x 60 cm Deep x 86 cm High

ROBERTO COCKTAIL TABLE
Circles and Squares, coffee table Roberto brass base with dark
grey marble top.
Item Code: BS-RB-CT-BG-GR
Sizes: 122 cm Wide x 61 cm Deep x 55 cm High
PIERRE SIDE TABLE
The Pierre side table comes with a white marble top and
polished brass base. It
was insipred by the oh so French bistrot tables.
Item Code: BS-PR-ST-GA-WM
Sizes: 48 cm Dia x 63 cm High
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PIERRE ACCENT TABLE
The Pierre accent table was insipred by the oh so French bistrot
tables. It comes with a white marble top and a polished brass base.
Item Code: BS-PR-AT-GA-WM
Sizes: 37 cm Dia x 54 cm High

ROBERTO SIDE TABLE
We offer this playful series in three sizes: this
one is the side table, dark grey marble top to
complete your living room look.
Item Code: BS-RB-ST-BG-GR
Sizes: 63 cm Wide x 63 cm Deep x 66 cm High
ROBERTO CONSOLE TABLE
Console table, Gray Marble Top, Brass Base. Circles and Squares,
console table Roberto brass base with dark grey marble top.
Item Code: BS-RB-CS-BG-GR
Sizes: 120 cm Wide x 40 cm Deep x 80 cm High

PUZZLE ACCENT TABLE
Three in one nesting tables Puzzle, all three in s-shaped with glasstop and
brass base. One never has enough occasional tables lets have a party.
Item Code: BS-PZ-AT-BG-WG
Sizes: 46 cm Wide x 32 cm Deep x 42 cm High
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SCOTT ACCENT TABLE
Our side table Scott, is mounted with a beautiful piece
of grey Tibetan Stone and floats on a brushed Bronze
structure, to add that special touch to your living area.
Item Code: BS-SC-ST-BRB-GS
Sizes: 68 cm Dia x 69 cm High

This three legged brushed brass and grey marble top,
mid-century modern insipred accent table Glen, comes in
two sizes and complements any living room.
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SCOTT SIDE TABLE
Our oval coffee table Scott, is mounted with a beautiful
piece of grey Tibetan stone and floats on a brushed
Bronze structure, to add that special touch to your
living area.
Item Code: BS-SC-CT-BRB-GS
Sizes: 150 cm Wide x 75 cm Deep x 46 cm High

GLEN SIDE TABLE

GLEN ACCENT TABLE

Item Code: BS-GL-AT-BB-GR
Sizes: 58 cm Dia x 65 cm High

Item Code: BS-GL-ST-BB-GR
Sizes: 38 cm Dia x 45 cm High

ANDY ACCENT TABLE
Welcome to the 80’s, modern classic in acrylic,
glass and brass. Here we have the small cube side
table with glass top and bottom, resting on an acrylic
and brass structure.
Item Code: BS-AD-AT-BG-AR
Sizes: 41cm Wide x 41cm Deep x 41cm High
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HERCULE CONSOLE TABLE
Nothing says clean, sophisticated elegance like ArtDeco. Hercule is our
twist on this timeless style. This Console Table has a grey marble top and
foot and is finished in brushed aged brass.
Item Code: BS-HR-CS-BRB-GR
Sizes: 130 cm Wide x 40 cm Deep x 85 cm High

HERCULE ACCENT TABLE
Sophisticated elegance like ArtDeco. This Accent/
Side- Table has a grey marble top and foot and is
finished in brushed aged brass.
Item Code: BS-HR-AT-BRB-GR
Sizes: 40 cm Wide x 25 cm Deep x 25 cm High

PIET CENTER TABLE
This piece of art Centre Table Piet, was inspired by
the famous paintings by Mondrian. The artistic base in
brushed bronze finish is crowned by a fine gray circle
Travetine Stone top.
Item Code: BS-PT-CN-BRB-GS
Sizes: 117 cm Dia x 77 cm High
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ANDY COCKTAIL TABLE
This collection Andy, we offer in five different
pieces. Here we have the cocktail table with a glass
top, resting on an acrylic and brass structure.
Item Code: BS-AD-CT-BG-AR
Sizes: 122cm Wide x 60cm Deep x 42cm High

ANDY PEDESTAL
Here we have the pedestal with glass top and bottom,
resting on an acrylic and brass structure.
Item Code: BS-AD-PD-BG-AR
Sizes: 41cm Wide x 41cm Deep x 41cm High

ACCENT FURNITURE
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ANDY ETAGERE
Welcome to the 80’s, modern classic in acrylic, glass and
brass. Here we have the extra tall etagere with six glass
shelves, resting on an acrylic and brass structure.
Item Code: BS-AD-ET-BG-AR
Sizes: 89cm Wide x 41cm Deep x 225cm High

ANDY SMALL ETAGERE
Here we have the low bookcase with three glass
shelves, resting on an acrylic and brass structure.
Item Code: BS-AD-SB-BG-AR
Sizes: 77cm Wide x 41cm Deep x 76cm High
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BILLY ETAGERE
This timeless Etager with top shleves Billy, in gilt-brushed
brass and mock-Shagreen in ivory.
Item Code: BS-BY-ET-BB-SH
Sizes: 79cm Wide x 45cm Deep x 222cm High

BILLY ETAGERE
This timeless Etager with top shelves and drawers Billy, in
gilt-brushed brass and mock-Shagreen in ivory.
Item Code: BS-BY-ETD-BB-SH
Sizes: 79 cm Wide x 45 cm Deep x 222 cm High

BILLY CONSOLE
When the 60’s meet the 30’s. This timeless
sideboard/console Billy, in gilt-brushed brass
and mock-Shagreen in ivory.
Item Code: BS-BY-CT-BB-SH
Sizes: 170cm Wide x 53cm Deep x 86cm High

ACCESSORIES
Accessories are what makes your home different and are a great way to personalize your
space, it’s like that special ingredient of your family’s secret recipe. Badari Studio offers an
array of different beautiful natural treasures, that we transformed into small pieces of art.

NATURAL AMETHYST STONE
Natural quartz crystal mounted in brass with a
marble base.
Item Code: BS-004-NQR-AC-MB
Sizes: 12 cm Wide x 9 cm Deep x 39 cm High

NATURAL QUARZ CRYSTAL
Natural quartz crystal mounted in brass
with a marble base.
Item Code: BS-001-NQR-AC-MB Sizes: 12 cm Wide x 9 cm Deep x 35 cm High

NATURAL QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Natural quartz crystal mounted in brass with
a marble base.
Item Code: BS-002-NQR-AC-MB
Sizes: 12 cm Wide x 12 cm Deep x 33 High
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NATURAL AGATE STONES ON STANDS
Solid cut piece of Agate, mounted on three faux bamboo
polished brass legs.
Sizes: Variable, depending from the natural stone’s
dimension from 25-30 cm High

NATURAL AMETHYST STONE
Natural quartz crystal mounted in brass with a
marble base.
Item Code: BS-003-NQR-AC-MB
Sizes: 10 cm Wide x 10 cm Deep x 42 cm High

BACCHUS LARGE STONE GRAPES
Bacchus, large decorative marble grapes on a
naturalistic grape vine stem.
Item Code: BS-LGR-AC-WM
Sizes: 27 cm Wide x 10 cm Deep x 12 cm High

LARGE LAUREN BRONZE BOX
Large decorative accessorie box Lauren, in antique
bronze finish with worked top and bottom surface.
Item Code: BS-LR-LBB-AC-AF
Sizes: 20 cm Wide x 20 cm Deep x 10 cm High
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SMALL LAUREN BRONZE BOX
Small decorative accessorie box Lauren, in
antique bronze finish with worked top and
bottom surface.
Item Code: BS-LR-SBB-AC-AF
Sizes: 16 cm Wide x 16 cm Deep x 9 cm High

BACCHUS SMALL STONE GRAPES
Bacchus, small decorative marble grapes on
a naturalistic grape vine stem.
Item Code: BS-SGR-AC-WM
Sizes: 19 cm Wide x 9 cm Deep x 8 cm High

TONY ACCENT LAMP
A fine carved smokey rock crystal quartz obelisk
accent lamp Tony, with led light in tall polished
brass base. Throughout history, Clear Quartz has
been valued by nearly every civilization for their
cleansing and positive energy.
Item Code: BS-T Y-RC-BG-LED
Sizes dipending on the natural crystal dimensions
Approximately 15 cm Diam x 40 cm High
LABRADORITE SPHERE
A labradorite cocoon floating on a crystal stand.
Item Code: BS-L AB-AC-CR
Sizes: 9 cm Wide x 9 cm Deep x 22 cm High
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LARGE AGATE BOX
Large brass box with marble base and lid with an
agate finial mounted in brass.
Item Code: BS-LBB-AC-MB
Sizes: 25 cm Wide x 8 cm Deep x 15 cm High

SMALL AGATE BOX
Small brass box with marble base and lid with
an agate finial mounted in brass.
Item Code: BS-SBB-AC-MB
Sizes: 10 cm Wide x 10 cm Deep x 18 cm High

ANTON ACCENT LAMP
A fine carved rock crystal quartz obelisk accent
lamp, Anton, with led light in tall polished brass
base. Throughout history, Clear Quartz has
been valued by nearly every civilization for their
cleansing and positive energy.
Item Code: BS-AN-RC-BG-LED
Sizes dipending on the natural crystal dimensions
Approximately 15 cm Diam x 40 cm High

Badari Studio LTD
Suite 1404 Tung Wai Comm BLDG 109-111
Gloucester RD
Wan Chai HONG KONG
Global Dealer :Blu Knight Srl
Piazza degli Scarlatti 2
50125 Firenze Italy
tel: +39 055 283398
email: sales@badari.studio
website: www.badari.studio

